Monitoring biodiversity change through effective global coordination
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The ability to monitor changes in biodiversity, and their societal impact, is critical to conserving species and managing ecosystems. While emerging technologies increase the breadth and reach of data acquisition, monitoring efforts are still spatially and temporally fragmented, and taxonomically biased. Appropriate long-term information remains therefore limited. The Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON) aims to provide a general framework for biodiversity monitoring to support decision-makers. Here, we discuss the coordinated observing system adopted by GEO BON, and review challenges and advances in its implementation, focusing on two interconnected core components — the Essential Biodiversity Variables as a standard framework for biodiversity monitoring, and the Biodiversity Observation Networks that support harmonized observation systems — while highlighting their societal relevance.
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biodiversity data do not overlap with areas of current and predicted increases in impacts, for example from habitat loss and fragmentation [6,10**].

To address these challenges, the Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network (GEO BON) was established in 2008, as a global initiative that aims to improve the acquisition, coordination and delivery of biodiversity observations and related services to users including decision-makers and the scientific community [4]. Ten years later, GEO BON has developed a globally coordinated strategy for the monitoring of biodiversity change based on two fundamental components: an Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBVs) framework [11], and a system of coordinated Biodiversity Observation Networks (BONs) for sustained, operational monitoring.

Here, we review progress made in the development of the EBVs and their conceptual framework, discuss the rationale for BONs as a mechanism to measure and interpret EBVs, and the challenges in establishing BONs. Finally, we reiterate the societal relevance of a coordinated biodiversity observation system.

A global observing system for biodiversity

GEO BON, the biodiversity flagship of the Group on Earth Observations (GEO), aims to integrate existing biodiversity monitoring efforts, currently scattered across regions, to build a coordinated and harmonised system of observing systems for biodiversity. The development of this observing system is driven by the needs of users [12], ranging from the scientific community, to local communities, industry and NGOs, to national and sub-national policy makers, and intergovernmental bodies. GEO BON’s approach is based on the interconnection between the EBV framework and the BON development process (Figure 1). These two components are connected via capacity building and knowledge exchange mechanisms for tools, techniques, and best practices. As a result, GEO BON’s structure has evolved from being originally organized around realms (e.g. marine, terrestrial) and monitoring methods (in situ, remote sensing), to a cross-realm and cross-method approach centred on the different levels of organization of biodiversity, and related ecosystem services [13]. This structure is organized around the top-down development of the EBV framework, within working groups, and the bottom-up development of BONs that both test the framework and increase biodiversity observation capacity (Figure 1).

Inspired by the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) [14], GEO BON put forward the concept of Essential Biodiversity Variables. These are a minimum set of biological state variables, complementary to one another, that are needed to detect biodiversity change [11]. The EBV approach provides guidance to the various biodiversity observation systems and facilitate data sharing across
Essential Biodiversity Variables require the integration of primary biodiversity observations from multiple sources. GEO BON coordinates and promotes EBV development by facilitating collaboration between biodiversity experts—organised in Working Groups— and Biodiversity Observation Networks. The EBVs, and derived indicators, can then be used for assessments at multiple spatial and temporal scales to support policy and decision making processes.

habitats and regions. EBVs are produced by integrating biodiversity observations (primary data), obtained via in situ monitoring or remote sensing, in space and time, often through the use of models and other environmental observations and ancillary data [15] (Figure 2). EBVs are organized around six classes (Genetic Composition, Species Populations, Species Traits, Community Composition, Ecosystem Structure, and Ecosystem Function [11]). Variables are prioritized from the many potential biodiversity change variables based on relevance, sensitivity to change, generalizability across realms, scalability, feasibility, and data availability [16]. These criteria make EBVs well-suited to be the building blocks of biodiversity indicators (Figure 2), such as those used to track progress against the international and national targets for biodiversity and sustainability [17,18,19], and within IPBES assessments [20]. EBVs are also important for supporting the development of global and regional change scenarios (Figure 2). Properties such as scalability make them particularly useful for the next generation of multi-scale scenarios [21].

Alongside EBV development, GEO BON has been facilitating the development of Biodiversity Observation Networks (BONs) to improve the coordination and harmonization of observation systems. BONs are organized around three categories: thematic BONs that focus on a specific biological theme, such as the freshwater and marine realms; national BONs that are endorsed by national governments; and regional BONs. Species and ecosystems, and the pressures that affect them, are not constrained by political borders. Therefore the regional and thematic BONs connect monitoring efforts for different dimensions and scales of biodiversity. National BONs are directly oriented to serve the needs of national and sub-national policy-makers and correspond to the operational scale of many monitoring initiatives. In particular, they address policy needs for reporting on multi-lateral environmental agreements (e.g. CBD, Ramsar Convention) and support processes such as ecosystem accounting, Environmental Impact Assessment, or land and ocean use planning. In practice, BONs produce, test and apply tools to deliver EBV-relevant data that can be upscaled and downscaled to support sustainable development and conservation decisions [22,23]. By being part of a global framework and a system of observation systems, BONs also reinforce the scientific basis of both biodiversity monitoring and indicator development.

**Progress in the development of EBVs across the dimensions of biodiversity**

After an initial phase during which the EBV concept has been consolidated, disseminated to, and endorsed by stakeholders (e.g. [16]; UNEP/CBD/COP/DEC/XI/3),
the development of EBVs has faced the challenge of producing global coverage of spatially and temporally consistent observations. Major progress in the production of EBVs is expected for variables enabled by satellite remote sensing observations [24]. An example is the Global Forest Change project [25] which, building on freely available and consistently processed Landsat images, delivers decade-long time series of data which can be used to produce EBVs on ecosystem extent and fragmentation from sub-national to global scales. Further agreement and community support on a prioritized list of EBVs is important in order to encourage space agencies and the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) to invest into new products that fill critical gaps in monitoring biodiversity change [26,27].

For EBVs that rely on *in situ* observations, GEO BON faces challenges emerging from the lack of global monitoring schemes, the integration of datasets resulting from different collection methods, and technical issues related to data product structure, storage, workflow execution, and legal interoperability [10**,12]. Consequently, EBV production workflows are now being designed to provide the necessary steps from identification and aggregation of candidate datasets to the elaboration of consistent and reproducible EBVs [28*]. The development of suitable data standards is key in this process. The Darwin Core [29] has already catalysed the global sharing of species occurrence data. Its recent Event Core extension now connects related sampling events and the proposed Humboldt Core standard [30] extends this to capture inventory processes broadly — all aimed at capturing more relevant information for EBV production (e.g. absences, abundance). Further advances in the coordinated production of EBVs will require developing data standards and minimum information specifications that can be applied across all EBV classes.

Below, we outline recent progress and perspectives for coordinating the production of EBVs within the multiple dimensions of biodiversity.

**Genetic level**

Variables informing on genetic diversity of populations, structure and inbreeding based on the number and frequency of alleles measured across time and species are...
considered key candidate EBVs. They directly inform on the genetic status at the population and species levels and are suitable for monitoring genetic erosion over time [31]. While a consultation process for agreeing on a prioritized list of genetic composition EBVs has still to be completed, the scarcity of studies collecting genetic information from populations over time, and their uneven taxonomic and geographic coverage, are major challenges for producing these variables in alignment with the requirements of global, regional, and national reporting and assessments regarding safeguarding genetic diversity as stated in the Aichi Biodiversity Targets and elsewhere (e.g. CBD’s Nagoya Protocol) [32]. Progress is needed in the implementation of coordinated genetic monitoring systems with these requirements in mind, for example, combining monitoring of a necessarily reduced set of (indicator) species with models of genetic variation [33]. The popularization of Next Generation Sequencing and other techniques that provide highly detailed genetic information, and a wider use of the vast amount of biological material stored in museum collections as a complement to contemporary genetic monitoring [34], have the potential to boost the production of more comprehensive temporal series of genetic data and of EBVs.

Species level
Species-level EBVs capture dimensions of biodiversity related to populations and traits. For species populations, spatiotemporally explicit data on their distribution and abundance are growing, thanks to increased data collection, sharing, and integration activities, and to a rapid growth in citizen science that fill important data gaps [35,36]. The development of the species distribution EBV has benefitted from data infrastructures such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS), and Map of Life [37]. Moreover, increasingly sophisticated modelling approaches that combine species observations with remotely sensed environmental data make the global monitoring of species distributions and abundance increasingly tractable [38,39**]. However, major gaps in the spatial, taxonomic, and temporal coverage continue to impose constraints on the global and regional production of Species Populations EBVs [10**,40]. Future directions include the implementation of workflows for data integration [28*,37] and the development of models that link in situ observations to environmental covariates supporting EBV production [39**,41]. An on-going priority application of the Species Distribution EBV is monitoring invasive alien species from national to global scales [42,43].

The development of species trait EBVs has been slowed by the challenge of measuring traits repeatedly across time. Most available datasets (e.g. plants [44]) do not provide within species temporal variation of traits. Exceptions are repeated measurements of fish body size and plant phenology [19], and work is under way to integrate, standardize, and harmonize such measurements.

Ecosystem level
Because of the interdependence between ecosystem composition, structure and function, and all other dimensions of biodiversity, EBVs at the ecosystem level provide a synoptic perspective of critical components of biodiversity change. Satellite information that can support monitoring of structural and functional aspects of ecosystems globally has been recently detailed [24], but agreement on EBVs per structure and function still needs to be reached. Adapted workflows for translating potentially usable datasets into EBVs, as recently done for species populations [28*], now need to be considered for ecosystems. One suggested priority for monitoring ecosystems is developing metrics incorporating descriptions of properties such as canopy height, leaf area, biomass [45], as well as structural biochemical components. For ecosystem function EBVs, a typology of ecosystem functions that underpins the identification of EBVs has been proposed [46]; these EBVs now need to be agreed on to better inform global initiatives and to quantify the status, degradation and collapse of ecosystems (e.g. [47]).

Development of EBVs addressing community composition within ecosystems has received far less attention to date than ecosystem structure and function. Existing approaches to deriving variables of potential relevance, such as alpha and beta diversity, typically involve estimating these collective variables from observations and models of multiple individual species [48]. Rapid advances in observation technologies such as metagenomic analysis of eDNA samples, and hyperspectral remote sensing, provide unprecedented potential for direct large-scale monitoring of community changes [39**,49,50]. Most significantly, this includes the potential to move beyond deriving variables simply as an aggregate function of species co-occurring at a given location, to consider the full diversity of traits and relationships of individual organisms into measures of overall community composition.

A cross-scale approach for identifying EBVs and users’ needs
To date, the process of identifying and prioritizing EBVs has largely been based on expert knowledge about globally relevant biodiversity measurements [11]. While necessary, this approach has not yet been systematically driven or informed by users’ needs at the regional, national, or local scales. There is a need to make biodiversity data more relevant for a range of users (e.g. CBD, IPBES, national and local authorities, NGOs) [51], and a need to have stronger connections to data providers to ensure data quality and comparability across scales. This leads to the development of a complementary bottom-up
A cross-scale approach for global biodiversity monitoring. National monitoring systems have to rely on a key set of policy, management and conservation options/questions to define their monitoring priorities that provide information for decision making. Once these priorities are set, indicators and modelling frameworks can be identified and described to produce effective monitoring systems that allow for data mobilization across scales. On the other side, while nations collaborate to mobilize data to inform EBVs, GEO BON contributes to the national efforts by providing guidance and support for BON development and data standards. In parallel, nations provide user needs for the development of EBVs while contributing to the global data pool on biodiversity and ecosystems. Green arrows indicate biodiversity data mobilization flows, black arrows indicate decision support flows, and finally red arrows indicate the identification of user needs.

**Approach to formulating a consistent set of EBVs globally** (Figure 3) by considering context-specific user needs across a range of applications at sub-global scales (e.g., [23]). This approach mobilizes local knowledge, placing it in a broader context, by focusing on the relationships between variables to understand information needs under specific management and conservation contexts (Figure 3). By promoting a global biodiversity infrastructure based on multiple nodes, it also allows data to be quickly mobilized and standardized across scales, while empowering local and national organizations to develop their own monitoring schemes.

**Developing monitoring systems and observation networks**

The development of Biodiversity Observation Networks aims to build a global community of practice for the collection, curation, analysis and communication of biodiversity data. Such a community will organize, enhance and link existing monitoring and observation systems and facilitate the exchange of standards in methods, tools, and frameworks to provide data and information to users, while avoiding the duplication of efforts across separate initiatives. The development of BONS should be focused on feasible implementation, building upon existing data, observation platforms, and monitoring programs such as the International Long Term Ecological Research Network [52].

**Current status of the network of BONS**

BONS frame their observation systems to directly address user needs, making them diverse, flexible, and autonomous in the way they operate. There are currently seven formally endorsed BONS within GEO BON [22,53–57]. National BONS, in China, France, and Colombia, have developed intensive monitoring schemes [54] or biodiversity (meta)data hubs [53]. The China BON is a notable example of a systematic, country-wide monitoring design with broad spatial and taxonomic extent: 441 sites are part of an observation system of over 9000 transects and point counts for birds, amphibians, mammals, butterflies, and vascular plants with the participation of volunteer citizen scientists at each site [54]. Illustrating a different approach, the French BON has set as its initial aim to document existing data, acquisition methods and standards to facilitate their access, sharing, and use by researchers and decision makers, and to support biodiversity management and national reporting [53].

Regional BONS are also diverse and autonomous. The Asia Pacific BON is active in promoting research collaborations, capacity building, and a culture of data sharing [56]. The Arctic BON focuses on linking and integrating existing biodiversity observation efforts and data to support conservation planning and policy-making [55]. The publication in 2017 of the ‘State of the Arctic Marine Biodiversity Report’ [58] was the culmination of the first five-year implementation phase for the Arctic Marine Biodiversity Monitoring Plan.
At the global scale, the Marine BON (MBON) is working in coordination with the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS) to develop Essential Ocean Variables [22,59]. The MBON facilitates the development of a common framework for the integration of marine biodiversity observations with environmental variables [13]. The goal is to facilitate the sharing of regional observations through common data standards while offering access to the advanced geospatial analysis tools of OBIS, which would in turn support future World Ocean Assessments of the UN [59], or the needs of the Barcelona Convention for instance. MBON is also working with the remote sensing community to define new satellite sensor specifications to, inter alia, monitor EBVs in coastal wetlands and aquatic environments [27]. The recently endorsed Freshwater BON (FWBON) is also using the EBVs for organizing and prioritizing the steps needed to monitor the different components of freshwater biodiversity and facilitate its global assessment [13,57], while supporting the needs of the Ramsar Convention.

**A process for BON development**

The general approach for BON development is guided by a framework that ensures the resulting system directly serves users’ needs [60], while allowing for interoperability with other observation systems (Figure 4a). This framework emphasises the establishment of conduits between data collection, management, analysis, and communication that are driven and validated by the users.
Building the BONs around user needs further contributes to ensuring their sustainability beyond the lifespan of the funded projects that might have initiated the process of a BON development.

In practice, GEO BON suggests a stepwise, iterative approach to establishing and implementing BONs, drawing upon existing processes, standards, and tools. An example of such sequenced process is divided into nine steps applied to build each component of an observing system (Figure 4b) and involves four development phases: engagement, assessment, design, and implementation. This flexible approach has been used and adapted for the Arctic [55], Australia’s New South Wales [23*] and is more recently being applied in Colombia.

The assessment phase of the development process of BONs (Figure 4b) aims to capitalize on existing infrastructures, monitoring efforts, and capacity, while identifying strengths and weaknesses in terms of EBV development. For instance, the French BON identified over 130 in situ observation infrastructures, mostly observing EBVs within the species traits, species populations, and genetic composition classes [53]. Similarly, a Finnish assessment of the national indicators and the biodiversity monitoring programs underlying them [18] showed that aside from species populations and ecosystem structure, most EBV classes are still poorly covered by the Finnish monitoring system. The same observation was made for the Colombia BON which identified nonetheless over 100 different tools for biodiversity observation, data management and reporting [61]. These assessments thus help governments and organizations to prioritize and strategically fill key gaps in their existing or developing observation systems.

BON-in-a-Box: a catalogue for knowledge exchange

Core to the establishment of a globally harmonized system of systems is the need for the scientific community to share data, knowledge and tools to ensure the accessibility, interoperability, and reporting of biodiversity information across scales [62] (Figure 4a). There are excellent tools, protocols and software that facilitate effective biodiversity monitoring, but these are not necessarily easily discoverable or available. With this in mind, GEO BON has developed BON-in-a-Box as a technology transfer and capacity-building mechanism to improve the quantity, quality and interoperability of biodiversity observations and further support BONs development (e.g. Colombia [61]). BON-in-a-Box is an online catalogue that will connect decision makers, scientists and tool developers around the world, ensuring access to the latest technologies and methodologies (https://boninabox.geobon.org/). BON-in-a-Box will also allow the thematic BONs and working groups to provide regional and national BONs with state-of-the-art approaches and tools for biodiversity observations. Having such a platform for capacity building and knowledge exchange will further support the integration of the top-down EBV development process with the bottom-up approach for BON design.

From biodiversity monitoring to addressing societal needs

Policy relevance and indicators

The policy relevance of GEO BON was acknowledged early on. Its establishment was recognised by the Conference of the Parties of the CBD (UNEP/CBD/COP/DEC/IX/15), and it has been identified as a key partner of the IPBES [2]. EBVs have also been proposed by the IPBES as an appropriate framework to determine common metrics for the biodiversity modelling, reporting, and observation communities [20]. In practice, monitoring progress towards conservation and sustainable development targets and the effectiveness of policy decisions, will be facilitated by BONs that apply the EBV framework [17*,32] (Figure 1). For instance, the linkages between the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO and GEO BON are based on the value chain between data collectors (GOOS), a community of practice that shares standards (MBON), and the data hosting and analysis services established by OBIS as a contribution to BON-in-a-Box. Furthermore, to support national reporting needs for CBD Aichi Target 9,* a modular approach was designed to set up national schemes to monitor the occurrence of invasive alien species while allowing cross-border cooperation, and accommodating for varying capacity [42,43].

Although EBVs themselves can be conceptually linked to many of the Aichi Targets [11,32] and Sustainable Development Goals [13], it is the indicators derived from them that are particularly useful to stakeholders [17*,18] (Figure 2). GEO BON and its partners are therefore developing a set of Global Biodiversity Change indicators [48] that directly report on the progress towards some of the Aichi Targets, and can inform the IPBES assessments. For instance, indicators that combine EBVs on species populations and/or community composition, and ecosystem structure, such as the ‘Species Habitat Indices’ and the ‘Biodiversity Habitat Index’ [48] can inform Aichi Targets 5 (‘habitat loss halved or reduced’) and 12 (‘reducing risk of extinctions’). Highlighting the relevance of EBVs as the building blocks of these indicators can further increase awareness amongst policy makers of the value of globally coordinated monitoring.

Monitoring ecosystem services

Monitoring the contribution of nature to people [63] is critical to inform policy [64,65]. Data on ecosystem

* Target 9: By 2020, invasive alien species and pathways are identified and prioritized, priority species are controlled or eradicated and measures are in place to manage pathways to prevent their introduction and establishment.
services suffers from the same patchiness and incompleteness as biodiversity data. This is further complicated by the need to integrate ecological and social data. However, there have been some promising methodological developments in recent years [66,67**]. These include the integration of national statistics (e.g. census data) with in situ measurements, community monitoring, remote sensing and model outputs [9,66]. Therefore, an important step to advance the monitoring of ecosystem services is the definition of a conceptual and operational framework for Essential Ecosystem Service Variables (EESV) and the development of multidisciplinary interoperable data standards [13,67**]. The EESV framework includes several classes of variables, covering the different components of the ecosystem service flow from ecosystems to society, the different types of values of ecosystem services and the actual benefits obtained by society [11]. EESVs explicitly link the monitoring of ecosystem services to identifying progress towards meeting the SDGs and Aichi targets, as demonstrated in a recent assessments on current use of ecosystem service data in reporting [68].

Mainstreaming EBVs
The value of EBVs to policy will be determined by the degree to which they enable the production of indicators and their incorporation into decision making to help countries meet their internal and international obligations. Since they were proposed in the 1990s, the ECVs are now widely accepted and used to structure national reporting to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, for global climate annual assessments, and to support the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [14]. Similarly, EBVs need to be both accessible and usable by a variety of stakeholders regardless of their familiarity with their production process. To be useful, EBV datasets will need to adhere to scientific standards of peer-review, replicability and sensitivity to detect changes, as well as the inclusion of uncertainty metrics, all of which must be fully reported. A transparent process needs to be developed for the endorsement of EBV datasets by the GEO BON community to ensure appropriate data and metadata for measuring biodiversity change. EBV data products need to be made freely available according to Open Data principles, i.e. be accessible without restrictions on use, modification and sharing [28]. Moreover, EBV data products and indicators should be resourced in a way that maximizes discoverability. One such mechanism is a GEO BON Portal that enhances the accessibility of endorsed EBV datasets. This online clearinghouse will serve as the biodiversity equivalent of the Global Observing Systems Information Centre (GOSIC) for climate variables [14], and will feed into the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).

Conclusion
The biodiversity crisis [3] calls for both the adoption of a common framework for biodiversity monitoring, and the establishment of a system of harmonised biodiversity observation systems that supports it. In ten years of existence, GEO BON, largely as a volunteer effort, designed a monitoring framework around Essential Biodiversity Variables which supports the development of biodiversity change indicators. The next decade will be critical for the development of those EBVs and will require their refinement across all levels of biodiversity, the widespread use of common data and metadata standards, and the design of workflows. GEO BON has also facilitated the establishment of several national, regional, and thematic BONs, and developed a capacity building and knowledge transfer platform to further improve the design of biodiversity observation systems.

Future advances in the development of EBVs and generation of the corresponding data are expected given the current trend in technological improvement for in situ data acquisition, better availability of satellite remote sensing data, widespread use of emerging genetic techniques and genomic libraries, and the use of models to produce spatially and temporally comprehensive EBV data products. These developments further benefit from the establishment of national and sub-national biodiversity observation systems and the involvement of end-users in the process so as to produce policy relevant indicators (Figures 1 and 2). Ten years from now, GEO BON envisions a wide and robust network of national and regional BONs, with multiple EBV products openly available that cover the different dimensions of biodiversity and components of ecosystem services, all of which contributing to well informed local to global assessments of the status and trends of biodiversity and its contribution to society.
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